Tunable optical assembly of subwavelength particles by a microfiber cavity.
Optical assembly as a multiple optical trapping technique enables patterned arrangements of matter ranging from atoms to microparticles for diverse applications in biophysics, quantum physics, surface chemistry, and cell biology. Optical potential energy landscapes based on evanescent fields are conventionally employed for optical assembly of subwavelength particles, but are typically limited to predefined patterns and lacking in tunability. Here we present a microfiber photonic crystal cavity applicable for tunable optical assembly of subwavelength particles along a flexible path. This is enabled by excellent mechanical flexibility of the microfiber cavity as well as its broadband photonic crystal reflectors. By virtue of the broadband reflectors, the lattice constant of the assembled particles is precisely tunable via altering the wavelength of input light. Three-dimensional optical assembly is also realized by making use of the high-order transverse mode of the microfiber cavity. Moreover, the optical assembly process is detectable by simply monitoring the reflection/transmission spectrum of the microfiber cavity. The design of the microfiber cavity heralds a new way for tunable optical assembly of subwavelength particles, potentially applicable for development of tunable photonic crystals, metamaterials, and sensors.